
 

Learn it! Link it!  

Curriculum Theme: My Place in the World  

Information to help...                       Key: Locational Knowledge   Physical Geography   Human Geography   Skills 

My concepts journey Red Amber Green I can link it to... 

Name and locate countries of the UK     

Locate rural and urban examples in the UK     

Locate the climate patterns for the UK     

Locate UK rural and urban places people would 

visit 
    

Know the countries, capitals and unique features of 

the UK home nations 
    

Know the climate patterns for the UK     

Know characteristics of rural and urban places     

Identify positive and negative impacts of tourism 

for the UK 
    

Give reasons why places change overtime     

Identify push and pull factors for UK migration     

Use an atlas and maps  to find places     

Use choropleth maps to describe climate  patterns     

Read climate graphs     

 

 

   

 

Metacognition Assess the task Plan the 

approach 
Apply strategies Reflect 

 

 

Key Vocabulary 

UK 
London 
Cardiff 
Edinburgh 
Belfast 
Rural  
Urban 
Migration 
Migrant 
Push Factor 
Pull Factor  
Tourism 
Weather 
Climate  

England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales 
The capital of the England 
The capital of Wales  
The capital of Scotland 
The capital of Northern Ireland  
Open countryside 
A built up area like a town or a city 
People moving from one place to another 
The person who is doing the moving 
A bad thing about the area you current;y live in that makes you want to move  
A good thing about the area you want to move to 
People going on holiday 
The day to day conditions of the atmosphere  
The average weather conditions over the year.  

Facts/case study… 

Migration: 
People move because of push and pull factors such as: 

Push: War, conflict, poverty, natural disasters, poor 
education, low wages, no jobs.  

Pull: Higher wages, more jobs, good education and schools, 
a better life  

Tourism in the Lake District positives and negatives: 

Positives: 
Tourists spend money in the local shops 
Money can be spent to improve the area 
Tourists buy local products.  

Negatives: 
Traffic jams and litter in the area 
Footpath erosions  
Expensive prices  

The weather in the UK: 
It is wettest in the north and west and it is driest in the south east  
It is hottest in the south and it is coldest in the north 

Challenge yourself-independent learning: 
● Ask people in your family whether they live in rural / urban areas  
● Name a nearby urban and rural area and list the characteristics of that area to see how they are 

different  
● Ask people in your family where they have visited in the UK and why 
● Keep a weather diary for one month of your local area. Compare it to a different area in the UK 

 


